
Osney, St Thomas & New Botley Allotments Association 
Minutes of Committee meeting 10 November 2016 
 
Attending:  Pierre, Jude (minutes), Anne (Chair), Nick, Phil, Sue, Verity 
Apologies:  Sid, Gus, Sally, Felicity, Nia,  
 
1.  Minutes, 25 September 2016.   

Previous draft minutes did not include the AOB section.  This should read as follows: 
 

9.  AOB: 
The committee has received a letter from a plot holder on £20 Meadow (plot 20) concerning 
repeated threatening and aggressive behaviour by a neighbouring plot holder (plot 19).  The 
behaviour meant she (plot 20) was unable to cultivate her current plot, that she sought a new 
allocation, and that an additional incidence of theft and destruction of her crops had occurred.  The 
letter stated that events and behaviour were witnessed and affirmed by other plot holders.  As these 
events came after two previous warnings for threatening and aggressive behaviour by the occupant 
of plot 19, also witnessed by others, it was decided to initiate the eviction process.  Eviction was for 
breach of Rule 28 forbidding ‘outrageous’ breaches of the requirements for civility between plot 
holders.  Nick would draft and circulate a letter stating the grounds for eviction and the necessary 
time for vacating plots.  
 

Sue reported settling a boundary issue between plots 43 and 44 on £20 Meadow.  She will check on a 
reported well on plot 44. 

 
There are reports of a woman with apparent mental health problems entering the gate at £20 Meadow 
that is frequently left unlocked.  She has been escorted off on several occasions.  This issue highlights 
the problems with security.   

 
2.  Matters arising/ actions agreed from 25 September which are not on the agenda: 

• Signs still under production.  Action:  Nick and Sid will fit them on both sites when they arrive. 
• Translations of the rules (slightly shortened) have been posted on £20 Meadow. 
• The bonfire site is in use and has attracted dumped green waste plus some fly tipping.  Complaints 

from nearby sites include excess smoke, timing of fires, and fires left unattended.  Action:  Phil and 
Pierre to get a CCTV camera (preferably with wireless access) to help identify those not complying 
with guidelines on fires. The committee saw no need for a camera at BM but will monitor and review 
the situation in 6 months.  Action:  Verity and Sue to create and post notices on rules and regulations 
for bonfires + one informing new plotholders of ‘inherited’ rubbish to ask the Committee for 
assistance.  Action:  Jude to check regularly that the camera is there and that rubbish is absent. 
Action:  Sue to create a sign stating that people must take action when breaches of rules is observed 
and that failure to report and failure to comply with rules risk the Association failing to function.  
Action:  Jude to try and liaise with and discuss the issues with neighbouring plot holders effected by 
bonfires on £20 Meadow. 

• A Blue Audi is still parked on £20 Meadow.  Sue is in touch with the DVLA and has contacted the 
Council about removal. 

• Sid has volunteered to mow road verges on £20 Meadow until arrangements for it to be done by 
Community Service volunteers are in place.  Action:  Jude to get in touch with Diane Major about 
reactivating the use of Community Service volunteers.  

• Anne will host an event in January 2017 to discuss and encourage more effective stewardship and 
maintenance of the £20 Meadow site.   

• Japanese knotweed.  Nick will raise the issue with the Council during the December meeting. 
 



• Contact details for £20 Meadow plot holders.  Action:  Sue will review the list and send a copy to 
Nick for updating the email list.  A full list of names and plots by number will be added to the 
noticeboards on both sites (Action:  Sue and Verity).   

• Numbering plots.  Progress is being made on the aerial map.  Action:  Sue will correct the latest 
version and send it to Nick.  Action:  Phil will come up with a plot-numbering device that is ‘cheap 
and cheerful’.    

• Waitrose has donated £400 pounds collected from their monthly charity boxes 
 
3.  Water extraction plans.  

Anne noted that Thames Water offers several sources of Lottery funding, with more expected in the 
summer of 2017, making this an ideal time to trigger a funding application. The business case for an 
electric pump with solar powered engine is very strong. The Committee noted that these plans were 
fully in line with their priorities and that Nick is offering advice to others contemplating the same.  
Action:  Nick will report on progress at the next meeting, and will have a proposal, time line and costing 
by the AGM.   

 
4.  Actions on £20 Meadow to deal with one plot holder who has breached conduct rules.   

Before sending a letter to the plot holder to confirm the eviction, the legal status of the eviction was 
checked and the Committee sought confirmation of their understanding of the relevant rules with those 
drafting the constitution.  It was agreed that the eviction was constitutional and the letter was sent.  An 
email response from the plot holder requested a meeting with the Committee and a date and time was 
agreed for the meeting.  It was also agreed that the deadline for plot clearance was suspended from the 
date when it was agreed to arrange a meeting, with one of the two months for clearance already 
expired.  The Committee will decide how the remaining one-month clearance would be handled in the 
light of the outcome from the January meeting.  The notes of October special committee meeting where 
the proposed eviction was discussed will be included in the Association archive.  

 
5.  A discussion of ways to fairly allocate funds and resources between the two sites was deferred to the 

next meeting. 
 
6.  AOB 

Phil reports very good use of Community Service volunteers on BM. 
 

A proposal was made to seek a springtime newspaper article about getting new tenants on both sites, 
and ensuring positive developments on both sites are publicised.  Another way to publicise:  The WOCA 
leaflet collection could include one on allotment plots.  Action:  Nick offered to draft one and to check 
that it remains in stock.  

 
Date and time of next meeting:  12 January 7:00 pm at WOCA.  
Note:  future agendas to include the time of the meeting. 

 
 


